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NORMAN WALSH FOOTWEAR X SUNSPEL TRAINERS
Norman Walsh Footwear has revisited its Ensign trainer for  
a collaboration with Sunspel. The shoe was first used by the 
Bolton Harriers team for the 1981 New York Marathon.
Out end of July
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MONCLER GAMME BLEU JACKET
Moncler’s London store opens on  
New Bond Street in the autumn 
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MURDOCK SHAVE GIFT SET  
Created for father’s day, Murdock’s  
How to Shave set includes a certificate  
for a wet-shaving lesson, a straight 
razor, and travel-sized pre-shave oil,  
shave cream and post-shave balm.
Out 19 June

OLVERUM TRAVEL SET  
Olverum bath oil’s unique formula was 
first created in 1931 and is favoured by 
athletes and luxury-seekers alike. It is 
now available in a travel set, including 
three 15ml bottles. 
Out now
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PUMA X FC HERZOGENAURACH 
The German brand Puma has collaborated with FC Herzogenaurach, a football 
team from the brand’s hometown. The collection features footwear and apparel  
in a camouflaged take on the team’s dark blue kit colour.
Out 27 August

KOVAL DRY GIN
Chicago spirit distillery Koval, highly 

decorated in 2015, releases its first dry gin.
Out now

ORLEBAR BROWN SWIM SHOE 
Orlebar Brown has created two shoe styles 

that can be worn in water. The Keon features a 
teflon-coated toe panel and water-permeable 

insock, while the Larson has an elasticated 
heel panel and quick-drain insole. 

Out in July
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TIMEX IRONMAN SPORTS WATCHES
Available in a new range of colours, Timex’s Ironman Sleek 50 Sport features a 50-lap 

memory, 100m water resistance, a countdown timer.  The Ironman Run 50, for the elite 
sportsman, also includes a heart rate monitor.

Out now

BELSTAFF MAGNUM BAG
Belstaff has partnered with the award-winning Magnum 
photographer Paolo Pellegrin on a functional travel bag  
made from brushed canvas.
Out mid-July

AQUASCUTUM BOGART COAT
Aquascutum has partnered with the Bogart 

Estate to create a trench coat in the style worn by 
Humphrey Bogart in films such as Casablanca.

Out now
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GRENSON ARCHIVE BOOTS
To celebrate its 150th anniversary, Grenson recreated 

boots and shoes from its archive. The collection includes a 
toe-cap Derby boot from 1944, made for the war effort 

under a government contract.
Out late July
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IMPOSSIBLE PROJECT I-1 INSTANT CAMERA
Eight years after the Impossible Project rescued and restored the last 
original Polaroid factory in Holland, it has now released its own instant 

camera that can be connected to a smartphone through an iOS  application.
Out now 

BELL AND ROSS AERONAVALE WATCH
The Aeronavale series by Bell and Ross features two models with 43mm 

cases – one is a chronograph – both in all-blue with gold details.
Out late July
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STUTTERHEIM BONDED COTTON COLLECTION 
Stutterheim has developed a new waterproof bonded cotton, adding 

to the brand’s signature rubberised coats. 
Out in August

ALESSI FRUITBOWL 
Included in Alessi’s Dine Alfresco collection is the Vime centrepiece, 

made from rattan and designed by Fratelli Campana. 
Out now

DUNHILL EYEWEAR
Now divided into four lines, Dunhill’s latest eyewear collection 
includes opticals for the first time, created in association with Italian 
eyewear brand De Rigo Vision.
Out now

MACKINTOSH DENIM 
Included in Mackintosh’s ready-to-wear collection for 2016 is a new 
denim range, which includes a coat, jacket, shirt and jeans. 
Out now

BENTLEY BENTAYGA
With a top speed of 187mph and tow weight of 3,500kg, the 
Bentayga is both fast and powerful, and is Bentley’s first ever SUV.
Out now
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MOYNAT CORSAIRE BAG
The Corsaire bag by the Paris-based brand Moynat features 

a frame made entirely of layers of leather, allowing for a 
supple body. It features the brand’s patented bridge handles 

and has two inner zipped pockets.Out now

CHAMPION X BEAMS 
Champion has collaborated with the Japanese retailer Beams on a collections of sweaters, 
T-shirts, tracksuit bottoms and jackets – all made from a reworked version of Champion’s 

Reverse Weave fabric.
Out late June

NIKE AIR PRESTO ULTRA FLYKNIT TRAINER 
First released in 2000, the Nike Air Presto has been updated with the brand’s Flyknit technology 

and a mid-cut collar.
Out now

TAG HEUER FORMULA ONE JAMES HUNT WATCH 
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of James Hunt winning the Formula One World 

Championships, Tag Heur has released two James Hunt signature watches as part of its 
Formula One collection.

Out late June

BARACUTA G23 RAMSEY COAT  
To celebrate the 50th anniversary since 
the England football team won the World 
Cup, Baracuta has reissued its G23 
Ramsey Coat – specifically designed for 
the team in 1966.
Out mid-June

POLO RALPH LAUREN WIMBLEDON 
This zip-up top is included in Polo Ralph 
Lauren’s collection for Wimbledon 2016.
Out now
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ALESSI CORKSCREW
Included in Alessi’s Dine Alfresco collection 
is the cast aluminium Proust Parrot 
corkscrew by the designer Alessandro 
Mendini.
Out now
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